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In an enchanted forest, far beyond where humans wander, there is a clearing in the forest surrounded by an 
abundance of trees. And in that clearing, there live hundreds of real, magical, pearly white unicorns.  
 
 Then, on a day of sunshine and a rather bright rainbow, a foal was born to two important unicorns. 
The foal’s parents were, cleverly enough, the rulers of the unicorns. But, something was peculiarly different 
about this baby unicorn; her skin was, instead of a pearly white, a rather dark shade of blue. The blue 
unicorn’s parents were surprised, but did not care one bit, because this was their only foal, and they loved 
her dearly. They named her Midnight. 
 

When Midnight grew up her parents made her start practicing galloping, for this was the unicorn’s 
competition to crown the next king or queen. Young unicorns would compete against all the other unicorns 
of their age, and would gallop around the whole unicorn habitat. The first unicorn to finish the whole lap 
wins. And what do they win? The winner wins none other than the crown of the whole unicorn herd! The 
race is only held every 20 years, so every unicorn wants to be part of this once in a blue moon opportunity. 
 
 Midnight was determined to win the competition, so every day she got up at dawn and ran four entire 
laps around the whole clearing! Her parents were very proud of her hard work and determination, and 
finally, after a long three-month wait, the day of the race was here. The first one to awake in the entire 
unicorn kingdom was none other than Midnight, the blue unicorn.  
 
 The king and queen were quick to rush Midnight to the race. She went to the starting tent, which was 
the place to put on her racing unicorn shoes, and get ready. When Midnight marched in, the other unicorns 
mocked Midnight and said no blue unicorns are allowed. The king and queen quickly warned them that all 
unicorns were allowed in the race.  
 

The annoyed unicorns were not giving up, they were determined to get a reaction out of Midnight so 
she would leave. The unicorns then told Midnight the race was canceled, and would start tomorrow. But 
Midnight was smart, and asked the judges and they said it was still today. While Midnight was off asking the 
judges, the other unicorns threw Midnight’s unicorn shoes up into a tree. Midnight quickly climbed the tree 
and got her shoes out, just in the nick of time as there was only four minutes until the race.  
 

 Midnight raced to the starting line, and stood tall with her head held high.  She was determined, now 
more than ever, to win the race. The judges said the race has now… BEGUN! All the unicorns raced off the 
starting line, and who was in first place? Midnight! No other unicorn could keep up with her, and at that 
moment, she knew all her hard work and determination had paid off. No unicorn could stand in her way 
now.  
  

All the unicorns cheered, and Midnight’s parents gleamed with pride, as she crossed the finish line 
first.  As Midnight sat upon the winner’s throne, she knew she mattered because she proved to everyone 
that by working hard and focusing on her goals she could accomplish anything, even though she faced 
many challenges along the way. 
 

Queen Midnight went on to raise her own foals and then generation after generation, even more blue 
unicorns were born.  She taught her foals to work hard and never give up.  She also made sure all unicorns 
were treated equally and fairly. Midnight reigned as queen until the next unicorn won the competition. One 
of her proudest moments was when the next winner of the race was none other than her very own son. 

 

The End



 
 


